2006 dodge charger 3.5 engine

Available with a horsepower, 3. The all-new Dodge Charger has a long character line that
defines the front corners, runs back to the rear door and makes way for a huge rear fender that
gives notice that the car is rear-wheel-drive-powered. The front end is strong, with a sinister
sneer to it. With the longest wheelbase in its class, the Dodge Charger offers a spacious and
refined interior and a no-nonsense driver cockpit. It is ergonomically sound and provides
world-class attention to fit and finish. Pulling into the newest spot in the Dodge garage, the
all-new Dodge Charger offers a bold, powerful and exciting choice in the passenger car market.
The Charger features comfortable room for five adults and enough trunk space to meet the
demands of their active, modern lifestyles. And make room in that garage for more than one
Charger model. The Dodge Charger is offered in several versions designed specifically for all
levels and desires of modern muscle-car enthusiasts. Dodge Charger features the clever use of
interior space that has become a trademark of the Dodge brand and adds the convenience of
four doors. The Charger features an exciting, modern and unique design, both inside and out,
that stands out from the crowd. This tuning offers athletic and nimble steering and handling
characteristics. A unique high-performance exhaust and induction system allow the 5. The
Dodge Charger was introduced on January 1, It featured many styling cues from the Charger II
concept car like a fastback roof design and full width taillamps. The interior featured four bucket
seats and a full-length floor console. The vehicle came with a standard 5. Other available
engines included a cubic-inch V-8 engine that created horsepower, or a 6. The Dodge Charger
was completely restyled, and now featured a big, bold, aggressive look. A new roof design,
called a tunnel roof or a flying buttress, was introduced. An exposed decorative gas filler cap
also was a design feature. The new Charger combined aerodynamic design, and handling and
performance for national circuit racing objectives. In addition, the first front air dam was
developed to counteract lifting in the front end. The Dodge Charger body style carried over from
with minor exterior changes like a new grille and taillamps. From September 14, , through the
next year, Charger Daytona and the Charger won 45 out of the next 59 races. Driver Buddy
Baker, behind the wheel of a HEMI-powered Charger, became the first to top the mph mark on a
closed-circuit course in The Dodge Charger was completely redesigned for the model year with
a shorter wheelbase and wider body style. A modern, sleek and sporty design evolved with a
swept back roofline and semi-fastback. Charger now had four price classes and two
performance models. Due to increasing emissions and insurance regulations, the industry
moved to low-lead gasoline, and the Street HEMI was phased out. In , the Dodge Charger was
completely restyled and featured a more formal and elegant appearance. The largest engine
available was the cid. By , the rear-wheel-drive Charger was phased out of the Dodge lineup.
The vehicle qualified for the race and even led for a time, but in the end, managed to place only
seventh. This was the last of the Dodge Daytona models to race at Daytona. The Dodge Charger
name reappeared on several small, front-wheel-drive Dodge vehicles, but none gained the
popularity or carried the same mystique as the original. The Dodge Charger â€” one of the
biggest names from the muscle car era â€” powered its way out of its storied past and onto the
stage at the North American International Auto Show in Detroit. The much-anticipated Dodge
Charger will muscle its way back to streets and racetracks across America in the summer of
The steering wheel, too, comes directly from the Magnum. Ex-navigation display center stacks
have a small, horizontal cubby below the air conditioning knobs and buttons. Steering column
stalks are imported from the Mercedes-Benz parts bin, including their awkward positioning.
Outside mirrors are adjusted with a joystick in the door armrest. Thankfully, Dodge has not
adopted the Mercedes-Benz practice of parking the power seat adjustments high up in the door
panel but has placed them, much more intuitively, on the outboard side of the seat bottom.
Large, six-way adjustable, rectangular ventilation registers fill in each end of the dash. The
standard, fabric-covered seats are comfortable, with adequate thigh support and side
bolstering. Stepping up to the performance seats in the option packages gets more pronounced
bolsters, which is good for those rare times when a twisty two-lane beckons, but not as good
for climbing in and out of the car every day. And, of course, the top grade, suede-trimmed and
embroidered seats in the Daytona nicely complement the boy-racer graphics of the exterior. No
head restraint for the rear center seat is provided, however, making this car better for four
adults than five. A-pillars designed to meet roll-over standards are thick, which makes checking
for pedestrians and crossing traffic becomes more difficult. The view through the inside
rearview mirror quickly puts to rest any lingering illusions about the Charger being a coupe; the
rear window is a long ways back. And the C-pillars are also fat, and require careful checking
during lane changes; coincidentally, they also provide great hiding places for pacing patrol
cars. The A-pillars are the posts between the windshield and front side windows: the C-pillars
are the posts between the rear windscreen and rear side windows. The entertainment system
installation takes a novel, but extremely well-integrated approach. The screen hides beneath a

cover on the front center console when not in use, then pivots up between the front seats for
viewing. The interface, for DVD and input and output jacks, is incorporated into the rear of the
console beneath the screen and above the rear seat ventilation registers. Without the
entertainment system, the center console functions as a traditional storage bin. All four doors
have good-sized map pockets, although front seatbacks are bare of any pouches for reading
materials and headsets. Inside door pulls are full rounds, making for confident shutting. Latch
handles are large levers in large, concave circles, leaving plenty of room for even gloved hands.
The glove box is roomier than many in this and larger class cars. A bin in the forward-most part
of the front center console is large enough for coins and the like. Above it is a small, fold-down
drawer where the Smokers Group ash tray would be, and next to that is a power point that
would hold the lighter. Two cup holders occupy the rear of the console, aft of the gated shift
lever, and another pair can be found in the forward end of the rear seat center armrest. The
easily-programmed navigation system makes a nice traveling companion, giving
pleasant-sounding directions by voice, in its screen, and in a little dash display all at once.
Please enter a destination. Dodge transplanted one ergonomic region straight from Mercedes the one region best avoided. Oh well. As with Benzes, it goes on auto-blink with one tap - four
times, in this case. The five-speed transmission with AutoStick , which gives the driver a choice
of a fully automatic or manually selected gear range, also is mated to this engine. The modern 5.
This engine will offer Dodge Charger customers the legendary HEMI power they want with fuel
economy they will appreciate. Aluminum cylinder heads with hemispherical combustion
chambers permit outstanding airflow, which leads to horsepower kW rpm and lb. This engine
provides horsepower kW rpm and lb. An active three-plenum intake manifold assures high
power and torque over the entire operating band, while electronic control of the manifold tuning
valve and short-runner valves and an Electronic Throttle Control ETC provide smooth operation
with maximum performance and fuel economy. Featured on all Dodge Charger models, a
five-speed automatic transmission with AutoStick provides a full range of transmission
performance to match a variety of driving styles, situations and road conditions. AutoStick
offers the choice of a fully automatic or manual shift selection. This transmission is mated to
both the 5. The system monitors the transmission as shifts occur and adjusts the hydraulic
pressure as needed. The EMCC provides partial engagement in third, fourth or fifth gears, which
improves shift feel, fuel economy, driveability and cooling. Dodge Charger engineers included a
Short- and Long-arm SLA front suspension in the car for excellent handling and ride
characteristics. The multi-link SLA suspension provided the opportunity to tune bushing
compliances for a dramatic reduction in road noise, while maintaining vehicle dynamic handling
performance. The five-link independent rear suspension allows independent tuning of handling
and ride comfort so that each can be maximized. All rear suspension components, except coil
springs and shock absorbers, mount on a steel cradle that attaches to the body structure
through four large rubber mounts that effectively isolate the passenger compartment from road
and axle noise. Three levels of suspension tuning will be available on the Dodge Charger. An
optional Performance Handling Group, designed exclusively for the Dodge Charger, also will be
available for an exceptional ride with firmer damping and enhanced steering. This suspension
will be tuned to offer slightly more feedback from the road to enhance the glued-to-the-road feel
of this driving machine. It automatically enhances driver control and helps maintain directional
stability in adverse driving conditions. All-speed TCS enhances mobility and prevents wheel
slip when accelerating on slippery surfaces. The new Dodge Charger features several advanced
technologies that provide world-class ride and handling, and improved fuel economy and
vehicle safety for truly modern muscle. These technologies offer safe control of the vehicle
under a variety of conditions, opening the way for a new muscle car era. This increases fuel
economy up to 20 percent depending on driving conditions, without sacrificing vehicle
performance. Other leading-edge technologies such as ESP, All-speed Traction Control and
ABS, which come standard on every Dodge Charger model, create a safer and better handling
muscle car than ever before possible, in a manner not intrusive to Charger drivers. With the use
of emerging technologies, the Chrysler Group is able to incorporate both passive and active
safety features into the new Dodge Charger including:. The Dodge Charger offers additional
standard safety and security features such as advanced multi-stage driver and front passenger
air bags, a front passenger Occupant Classification System OCS for controlled airbag
deployment, constant force seat belt retractors, pretensioners and Child Seat Anchor System.
Also available on the Dodge Charger are side-curtain airbags for additional protection for all
outboard occupants and an optional tire pressure monitoring system to alert drivers of low tire
pressure. The Dodge Charger comes in one body style, a four-door, five-passenger sedan.
Three engines are available, a horsepower, 3. All come with a five-speed, AutoStick automatic.
Outside mirrors now fold and are heated, too. A tire pressure monitoring system appears, and

the inch, polished aluminum wheels become regular issue. The fuel tank gains capacity, to 19
gallons. And a dual exhaust debuts, with bright metal tips. Safety features that come standard
on all Charger models include antilock brakes, all-speed traction control and electronic stability
control with brake assist. The trunk has an inside, emergency release, and rear seats are fitted
with child safety seat anchors LATCH. Getting prepped back stage are two, gussied-up and
pumped-up Chargers, the former calendared for summer of , the latter for somewhat later and
possibly as an early model. Goodyear Supercar F1, asymmetrical-tread, three-season, aspect
ratio tires ride on inch, forged aluminum wheels. The Dodge Charger is a fun drive, especially
considering its size. Make no mistake, at more than 16 feet in length and tipping the scales near
two tons, this is no sporty, svelte coupe. The Charger will ride on the same rear-drive platform
that supports the Chrysler series and the Magnum. No surprise there. That means the same
Feedback from consumer clinics suggests that reduced glass area and higher cowls give
occupants a sense of heightened security. All three engines deliver power smoothly. However,
the V6 breathes a bit harder and requires a bit more planning ahead in heavy traffic or on
crowded two-lanes. The Charger is a true five-seater, and what seats they are: I drove it on a trip
for almost five hours straight, and got out as refreshed as when I started. Straight-line
excellence is a given, but the Charger also holds its own out in the twisties. Helping every
situation is the glue-like adhesion of the tires, which cling to the road all the way up to 0. Third,
the brake pedal feels spongy at speed, making you press hard and unsurely before deceleration
begins. The numbers do show those Brembo brakes stopping the car short, though. And the
electronic throttle pedal feels perfectly precise - pretty important considering the power at hand
here. The AutoStick transmission works equally well in either Automatic or Manual mode. In
Automatic mode, full throttle upshifts wait until redline and downshifts for passing are executed
with minimal delay. In Manual mode, the transmission holds a gear to red line before shifting up
a gear unless you shift sooner, of course , which then becomes the selected gear. Only by
tromping the gas in manual mode can you force a downshift, and then only for as long as the
pedal is held to the floor; ease up ever so slightly, and the higher gear takes back over, and
somewhat abruptly. Mercedes engineers could learn something from Dodge. All the mounts are
there, since the other LX cars have struts, but if you want to show off the Hemi and you will ,
you have to hold up the hood and struggle with a metal pole, which seems more suited to an
econobox than to a car hovering around forty grand. The U. The Dodge Charger will begin to
arrive in dealerships this spring. The Dodge Charger SE is equipped with a 3. The starting U.
The engine delivers horsepower rpm and lb. The MDS seamlessly alternates between four
cylinder mode when less power is needed and V-8 mode when more power is in demand.
Body-color accent stitching will appear on the front and rear seats and on the leather-wrapped
steering wheel. Additional passive and active safety and security features on all Dodge Charger
versions include rear sill reinforcement and structure, energy-absorbing steering column,
advanced multi-stage driver and front passenger airbags, occupant classification system and
available side-curtain airbags. I own a charger and i do not have to shift to Neutral and back to
restore normal operation all you have to do is press the shifter to the right and hold it and it
goes back in to automatic. After having it 5 days I love it. Billyandjennifer helloworld. Your
browser does not support HTML5 video. Read More. What do you think? Thank you, Larry. Car
Finder:. Dodge Charger. Competing Vehicles. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive
journalist job. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Charger.
Overview Most Popular. SRT-8 4dr Sedan 6. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drive type Rear wheel
drive Transmission 5-speed shiftable automatic. Fuel tank capacity 19 gal. Engine Torque lb-ft
rpm Base engine size 6. Power Feature Power mirrors yes 2 one-touch power windows yes
remote keyless power door locks yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation compass yes
external temperature display yes trip computer yes tachometer yes low fuel level warning yes
clock yes. Front Seat Dimensions bucket front seats yes height adjustable passenger seat yes
Front leg room Rear Seat Dimensions Rear head room Rear hip Room Rear leg room Rear
shoulder room Dimensions Front track Maximum cargo capacity Length Curb weight lbs. Cargo
capacity, all seats in place Ground clearance 5. Height EPA interior volume Wheel base Width
Rear track Sponsored cars related to the Charger. Suspension four-wheel independent
suspension yes multi-link rear suspension yes short and long arm front suspension yes.
Warranty Basic 3 yr. Drivetrain 3 yr. Rust 5 yr. Roadside 3 yr. See Charger Inventory. Sign Up.
Tuning a car is one of the most popular activities after buying your vehicle, and it can be a
whole lot of fun. Gary also has an Instagram page as well which is worth checking out. This car
has had a whole host of modifications applied to it. Nitrous from Nitrous Outlet has been fitted,
a Whipple Supercharger, and more to create a monster of a car. This is a model remember. And
it has become the first late model Charger to break the seven-second mark. The video shows
the car take part in two runs, the first one sees it complete the quarter-mile drag strip in 7. That

is quite a historic moment! But Gary was not done yet. They decided to wait for the sun to go
down on the day they hit the drag strip with the Charger to get another run done with it. Now,
they forgot to turn on the nitrous so the run was not perhaps as fast as it could have been. But
Gary says in the video they were far from mad at that. At the end of its second run, it hit 7. Who
knows what it might have achieved with the nitrous on? The Dodge Charger was the first
generation LX and the first of the modern versions of a car that appeared as a model in This
variant was only made available in Canada initially but was then introduced in Contributing to
HotCars since the Autumn of By Henry Kelsall Published 4 days ago. Share Share Tweet Email
Comment. Here's What Scarlett Johansson Drives. Related Topics News Dodge. Supercar In
Disguise! A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

